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Clinical Importance

• 1 in 2 people will develop some form of cancer 

during their lifetime.

• >50 % will require RT at some point during their 

treatment

• Forms part of curative treatment in 40 % of cancer 

patients

– Adjuvant setting – after surgery

– Neoadjuvant setting – before surgery

– Radical – stand alone

– Chemo-radiotherapy



Radiotherapy Modalities

• External beam therapy (EBRT)

– Photons

– Electrons

– Protons

– Other particles

• Internal/surface therapy

– Brachytherapy

– Radiopharmaceuticals

Linac

LDR



Safety Critical Environment 



IRR and IR(ME)R

• Minimising unintended, excessive or incorrect medical exposures

• Justifying each exposure to ensure the benefits outweigh the risks

• Optimising diagnostic doses to keep them “as low as reasonably practicable” 

for their intended use



Aim of Treatment

• Clear relationship between tumour control probability and absorbed dose
• Dose-response curve has a sigmoid shape

There is considerable radiobiological evidence that tumour are dead only 

when every single colonogenic cell has been eliminated

Single dose 

vs

Fractionation



Clinical trials and adoption of clinical protocols 

implicitly rely on the consistency of dose 

measurement

Lack of standardisation of dose measurements 

means treatments may not meet the requirements 

set out by the International Commission on 

Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)



NPL: Codes of Practice (CoP)



The National Physical Laboratory



Slide courtesy Miriam Barry (NPL) 



NPL: Traceability Chain

• NPL uses a graphite 

calorimeter as the UK primary 

standard of absorbed dose 

determination. 

• Calibration of hospital’s 

secondary standards

• Inter-comparison in local 

beam quality



NPL: Audit



Radiotherapy Process and Accuracy Challenges



Radiotherapy process
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Imaging and simulation

Radiotherapy process

• Immobilization

• Imaging (scan type/range , Fiducial markers, drinking 

protocol, breathing instructions) 

Which patients will benefit/tolerate extra measures? 

Cost vs benefit 



Radiotherapy process

Mechanical 

Optical 

Imaging checks
Target delineation errors?



PTV

CTV

+GTV

Systematic Error ()

Random Error ()

GTV = gross tumour volume

CTV = clinical target volume

PTV = planning target volume

Safety margins

Van Herk et al, IJROBP 47(4) 1121-1135, 2000

M=2.5 +0.7

Radiotherapy process



Treatment plan

Ready for Treatment Planning



Plotting tanks for beam models

Treatment Planning Systems



Beam data routinely checked 

Schuster diode array
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Radiotherapy process



Patient Specific QA (PSQA)

Film Dosimetry Gamma Analysis

Compares dose from TPS vs 

Delivered



Radiosurgery for Brain Metastases PSQA



Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT)

+ + +

d1 d2 d3 dn

…

Treatment

Planned vs delivered dose

• Online or Offline
• Planar kV and/or MV

• CBCT

• MRI (MRI Linacs)

• Apply shifts or re-plan

Radiotherapy process



• Local control

• Quality of life (QoL)

– treatment side-effects (toxicity)

• Survival

– Disease-free survival (DFS)

– Recurrence-free survival (RFS)

– Overall survival (OS)

Outcome

• Minimise, Justify and Optimise doses to keep them “as low as reasonably 

practicable” for their intended use BASED ON EVIDENCE



Conclusion

• Accuracy is key in evidence based precision medicine

• This is critical when dealing with ionizing radiation

• CoP and TG reports provide clear guidance on how to improve 

the accuracy of radiotherapy

• Local rules, clear WI and reporting are also very important

• Direct benefit for the patients, health workers and the public

• Standardization and harmonization to help us improve for future 

patients


